
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

We at DAV Public School, Thane, endeavour to 

inspire and empower our students to be life-long 

learners, critical thinkers and productive 

members of an ever-changing global society. 

Students are motivated to channelize their 

potential in pursuit of excellence in a holistic, 

student-centred environment. 

The chief motive of our institution is to 

synthesize the modern knowledge and technology 

with ancient heritage, Vedic values and Indian 

culture. 

DAV Public School, Thane, will always be a 

beacon of light guiding the destiny of its 

students while radiating kindness and compassion 

as it soars high in its pursuit of academic 

excellence and fulfilment of the school motto, 

"We learn to serve". 
 

WWW.DAVSCHOOLTHANE.COM  

Editorial’s Desk  
 

Dear Parents Greetings!! 

 Learning is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere. The month of 

march was a month of excitement as students of DAV Thane were very ready 

to join the school in the offline mode of teaching after two years of Zoom 

classes.  

We are very thankful to Zoom and their team for supporting the school and 

the children with a platform that helped us move and grow with our Scholastic 

as well as co-scholastic activities. 

Stay Safe Stay Healthy !! 
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Student’s Corner 
 

VEDIKA POTDAR 5J 

 

BIZARRE PLACE 

Once I was reading an ancient book, 

In the book, I saw a little hook! 

With curiosity I touched it, 

I came into a bizarre place, 

And I didn't know how it came to existence. 

There the lion and the deer had their race! 

Where the children ran after dinosaurs to chase! 

I, as moved ahead, 

saw people putting needle into the thread. 

This place was very - very strange. 

But I was left amazed to see this change. 

It really was a bizarre town. 

There beggars had real golden crown. 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Integrity --- A way of life 

 

“A quiet conscience makes one stronger” quote by Anne Frank. The whole existence of a 

person is in the mind. What he thinks or does whether it is right or not depends on his 

thoughts. We, people go about our work quietly in every sphere of our life. 

But, the busiest part of the body is our mind. Not one moment, do we stop thinking. We 

go through various mental processes which leads us on, to fulfill every task. We try to 

imagine the reality, before the task, but when reality presents itself, our mindset changes 

for the good or bad. There are so many instances in life, inconsiderable or enormous 

which calls for integrity on our part. Even when we are alone, fulfilling our 

responsibility, only we know how far we have managed to complete it the right way. 

Others may or never realize this. 

When any project is to be approved by any organization, people related to it try to get it 

done by several means. When the ones who used integrity do not get the approval, their 

belief on values get shaken up and they tend to bypass this value. 

The meaning of success is everchanging. Obviously, it takes a lot of courage and 

determination to follow integrity. If somebody achieves success through unscrumptious 

means, it may affect the mind of youngsters and create a false impression in their mind, 

that to be a little dishonest doesn’t matter. They should realize that, it is a momentary 

success, till the truth is revealed someday and their reputation may be damaged forever. 

Human beings must remember, that we take back only our Karma with us. Life tosses in 

our path innumerable obstacles and how we overcome them is our Karma. To follow 

integrity, we need to be honest with our own self. 

We need to infuse integrity in our life in every step big or small, only then we can attract 

like minded people around us and acquire pleasant surroundings, however tough it is. 

 

 

 

Teachers’ Corner 

 
 

 

Gopa Sengupta DAV Thane 



 

We are BACK!! 

The moment eyes read the circular the mind was full of mixed feelings, amazement, apprehension, and 

exhilaration. The trust factor on the school was at its zenith and the parents were all ready to send their 

ward to school, no matter if only for two hours. The children were thrilled to get back to school, no studies, 

only co-curricular activities, meeting of friends and thorough enjoyment. Hurrah! 

This was with all the classes from Std 1 to Std 5. The schedule for the same was set      with great care, 

taking into consideration the days, the time slots for each section, the number of batches, the activities to 

be executed, and no stone was left unturned to provide more than the        expectation of any parent, the 

best for the students of D.A.V. Thane. 

Seating arrangements for the parents and students were done adhering to the Covid norms. Willing parents 

interested to witness the sessions were welcomed and made comfortable. They were given feedback forms 

to fill and express their views on the same. The day arrived and school heard the footfalls of excited 

students entering the school with their high levels of energy and vigour. 

First the students settled themselves. Assembly sessions began with Gayatri Mantra, D. A.V. Gaan and 

National Anthem. Welcoming of           the students and the students greeting the teachers. 

The teachers of each section gently guided the students towards transition of the planned activities of each 

class in a smooth manner. 

Introduction session began where students spoke about themselves and how they spend the days off 

school. What hobbies they acquired and how they followed them along with their studies. Each student 

came to the mike and talked about themself. All clapped loudly. Some of them along with talking about 

their newly acquired hobbies demonstrated their skill. This was appreciated by everyone present, 

teachers’ parents and their friends. The teachers motivated them all along. 

Medley of songs began with Music teachers playing the music over the Casio and the students singing 

with happiness and enthusiasm. Patriotic songs, Children Songs, D.A.V. Songs filled the air. Everyone 

was singing with joy. 

The Art teachers had kept ready the materials required like Colour pencils, Crayon boxes, Art papers for 

the activities. A big sized chart paper for the Doodle Activity was waiting for the students of Std 3, 4 and 

5 to come and make simple drawings from abstract lines generally without even lifting the drawing device 

from the paper.  

They              were delighted as it represented meaning of the topics ‘Stay Healthy, Eat Healthy’, ‘Save Earth’. 

For Std 1 and 2 Art Activity paper their imagination of natural beauty. 

A with drawing of flowers were kept ready, for them to colour using group of 3 to 4 students were 



called and they did it collectively. The children enjoyed their Art Activities. 

The third session was of Physical Activity, so Mass Warm up activity, PT exercises Stretching Exercises 

were taken up first, for all the students, led by the PE Teachers. This was a great opportunity for the  students 

to involve in social, emotional and competitive development. Then followed games of various types for all 

the classes. ‘Different types of Ball and Ring Relay, Hitting the target for girls, Cricket for Boys, ‘Lead up 

Games’ ‘Dodging Ball’ ‘Boat Race’, ‘Run and Stop’. 

Action songs, Music and dance followed for all the classes. Communication Skill was focused on after the 

students took their seats. Any child who wanted to speak on any subject was encouraged and given the 

mike. The students expressed their feelings about the entire time they spent in school. Std 1 and 2 went on 

a trip to visit the Library on the second floor. They had an activity of ‘fishing the article’ and speak a 

line on the word fished out. They were given a feedback form in which they drew a ‘Happy smiley’ 

expressing their joy of attending the offline school for two hours. 

 
The teachers collected the feedback forms from the parents. The attendance sheet showed full strength 

from each class. At the end of the happy session, Shanti path was recited and each student went back 

home with a frooti packet in hand and a big smile on their face. 

The school was very thankful to the parents for their continuous support and co- operation. 

 



 

 

 
 

 



 

 

Cultural Achievements 

➢ State 

• Mast . Aditya Zende of Class VIII secured First position in the 

Maharashtra Air Gun Competiton March 2022 /1 in Air Pistol Sub 

Youth and Second Position in the Youth Category organized by 10x 

Shooting Club on March 2022. 

Academic Achievements 

➢ International 

• Ms. Jiya Jagdale of Class X bagged Gold Medal of Excellence , secured 425 International 

Rank and Participation Certificate in the Mathematics Olympiad  conducted during 2020-21 

organized by SOF . 

• Ms. Vibha Kapre of Class I bagged Gold Medal of Excellence , secured 1455 International 

Rank Participation Certificate in the SOF Mathematics Olympiad Exam organized by SOF in 

March 2022 . 

 

➢ National 

• Ms. Jiya Rajkumar Jagdale of Class X bagged Gold Medal of Excellence and Participation 

Certificate in the SOF Science Olympiad Exam 2021 -2022 organized by SOF in March 2022. 

• Ms. Avnee Bhagwat of Class IV won Gold Medal of Excellence and Participation Certificate in 

the SOF National Cyber Olympiad organized by SOF conducted during 2021 -2022 . 

• Ms. Gargi Gore of Class IV won Gold Medal of Excellence and Participation Certificate in the 

SOF National Cyber Olympiad organized by SOF conducted during 2021 -2022 . 

 

➢ Zonal 

• Ms. Jiya Jagdale of Class X secured Medal of distinction  & Certificate of distinction in the  

Zonal Award Category SOF National Cyber Olympiad &  SOF International Social Studies 

Olympiad organized by SOF in March 2022  . 

 

 


